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Cookie Policy 

The purpose of this Cookie Policy (“Policy”) is to inform the details of the use of Cookie on this website.  The 
use of Cookie is required on our website in accordance with our purpose which is stated in this Policy. 

What is Cookie? 

Cookie is a small file which is generated by the website that you have visited to collect your data related to 
such visiting.  Cookie will be stored on your device and we will use this Cookie to collect and record any data 
that related to your website visiting such as remembering your website visiting or display setting of the 
website.  

Objective and type of Cookie 

Cookie that generate by our website can be classify by the service provider as follows: 

1. First party’s Cookie.  This Cookie is generated by this website; and 

2. Third parties’ Cookie.  This Cookie is generated by the owner of some content on our 

website such as advertisement, picture, or plug-in. 

Or by the usage as follows: 

1. Strictly Necessary Cookie: this cookie is necessary for the website operation. This cookie will be 

including the cookie that make your data access and website usage safe;   

2. Analytical/Performance Cookie: this cookie helps us remember and counts the visitors of our 

website, including help us know your behavior on your visiting of our website.  This cookie will help 

us improve the performance of our website to be better quality and more suitable.  This cookie will 

also collect the statistical data related to the access of our website and the behavior of the website 

visiting which will improve the performance of the website by giving what the user want to find faster, 

helping us understand the interest of the user, and analyzing the effectiveness of our advertisements; 

3. Functionality Cookie: this cookie will remember you when you revisiting our website which 

will help us manage the content we provide to you, adjust our website to meet your need, including 

remembering your setting on our website such as language, location, or font size that you set on our 

website; 

4. Targeting Cookie: this cookie will collect your visiting of our website, and webpage and link 

that you have visited.  We will use the data collected by this type of cookie to improve our website 
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and the contents that stated on our website to meet your interest better.  Additionally, we may share 

this data with any third persons for such purpose; and 

5. Advertising Cookie: this cookie will remember your settings on our website and use them as 

our reference for improving our website to make it present the advertisements that fit for your need as 

possible such as presenting the advertisement that you are interest, preventing or limiting the time 

that you will see the same advertisement repeatedly, to asset the effective of our advertisements. 

You can check the cookie we use on our website, types, objectives of cookie, and the duration of the cookie 
by yourself by using this website: https://www.cookieserve.com/ 

Cookie setting 

In case you do not wish the cookie to work on our website, you may learn how to set your web browser to limit 

the use of the cookie on our website through the setting of your web browser or through the plug-in that we 

have installed on our website (if any).  However, if you chose to not use the cookie or limit the use of the 

cookie on our website, you may cannot enter to our website or our website may not display properly, including 

our website will cannot present the information that will be arranged for you. 
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